Inventorying data is a critical first step for businesses seeking to comply with the new California Consumer Privacy Act (CCPA). Husch Blackwell’s Data Inventory Tool streamlines the data inventory process, bringing cost predictability and efficiency to what can otherwise be a difficult process. Available on a fixed-fee basis, our tool significantly reduces the time and expense needed to produce a data inventory. We leverage our clients’ own resources and expertise, providing fast, efficient legal analysis.

The tool was developed by our data privacy attorneys after working with clients to create similar data inventories to comply with the European Union’s General Data Protection Regulation, as well as those clients at the forefront of CCPA compliance. The tool also takes advantage of natural workflows and a highly-structured data-collection process—custom-built for the CCPA—that is thorough, simple to use, and repeatable. The tool is designed to adapt to the processes and infrastructure of our clients, serving as the basis for future compliance efforts as data privacy laws emerge across multiple jurisdictions.

For more information:

To learn more, set up a demo meeting or connect with data privacy counsel, email a request to ccpatool@huschblackwell.com.

The CCPA forces a robust examination of data collection processes, including:

- Each category of personal information collected
- Sources from which the data is collected
- Purpose for collecting that data
- Transfers of personal information to other entities
How it Works
Through an online portal, our attorneys quickly distribute questionnaires to key stakeholders in your organization to collect relevant data. Responses are mapped into a proprietary data inventory matrix designed to align data sets to the specific requirements of the CCPA. The data is captured uniformly to ensure collection of the right information in a way that is structured and transparent. The resulting matrix provides a framework for legal analysis and lays the groundwork for compliance, including the efficient drafting of online privacy notices and data sharing agreements.

Business is no longer usual. Neither are our solutions.

Husch Blackwell was named a finalist firm for its “willingness to embrace and drive change – through new technology, service models, or behavior.”

Relentless client focus.

At Husch Blackwell, we have built our law firm around one idea: to guide our clients from where they are to where they want to be. Our industry-centric approach gives us a deep understanding of what our clients face every day. But more than that, it creates a shared vision that moves our clients forward.
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